**829PFL**

**Communication Cover Plate**

**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

*Products Covered:*

*829PFL (With extensions designating color)*

1. Snap Activate™ bezel (provided with cover) into center opening of trim flange (see Figure 1).

2. Run communication cables through the opening of the bezel and connect to Activate inserts (ordered separately) (see Figure 2).

3. Snap Activate inserts in Activate bezel (see Figure 3). Cat 5 inserts must be snapped in the following manner (see Figure 4). All other inserts may be snapped in any order.

4. Place the gasket on top of the bezel so that openings in the gasket align with the top of the inserts (see Figure 5).

5. Place the cover over the gasket and align openings in the cover to the openings in the gasket. Hinge pins on cover should align with the depressions in the gasket (see Figure 6).

6. Tighten the cover to the flange using the four flat head mounting screws provided.

7. Activate inserts by snapping the cover doors into the upright position using a fingernail or blade of a flat head screwdriver (see Figure 7).

8. To close doors, snap doors into the shut position and press down firmly on the top of the doors to ensure the correct seal of door to gasket.